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NON-PROFIT BOARD SERVICE
Better World Leaders: The Nonprofit Board
Leadership Study provides an inflection
point for businesses that encourage and
support their employees in serving on
nonprofit boards. Today, we show that
nonprofit board service is an effective
pathway for companies to maximize
shareholder value by advancing workplace
diversity and inclusion; human capital for
innovation; and economic development and
the U.N. Sustainable Development Goals
(SDGs).
Many of us know the power of volunteering
in all of its forms: from tutoring and mentoring children, to planting community gardens, refreshing shelters for victims of
domestic violence, and more. We also know
the power of providing pro bono assistance
to nonprofits: in strategic planning, branding, legal services, and more. Many of us
have also seen the power of nonprofit board
service in transforming the lives of volunteer
board members in addition to advancing
meaningful missions to improve our communities.
This new study provides an inflection point
because it demonstrates the value of nonprofit board service. Based on responses to
lengthy and confidential surveys completed
by 957 employees at several multinational
corporations, in addition to personal and
confidential interviews, we know that:
 Advancing workplace diversity and
inclusion: Business people who ser ve on
boards gain an appreciation and understanding of people from backgrounds that
are different from their own. This benefits
companies since studies indicate that
diversity and inclusion increase profitability. Additionally, companies have a
significant reservoir of people from
diverse backgrounds who would like to
serve on boards, thus providing opportunities for leadership development.
 Developing human capital for innovation: Business people who ser ve on
boards confront challenges that stimulate
their leadership, creativity, and innovation. Additionally, they improve skills that
enhance their performance at work,
including strategic planning, decisionmaking, listening, collaborating, and
partnerships. This experience and expertise will help their companies grow value.
Furthermore, nonprofit board service is an
effective way for companies to attract and
retain Millennials and people from diverse
perspectives and backgrounds.

 Fostering economic development and
achieving the U.N. SDGs: Business people
who serve on boards strengthen communities
where their company’s employees and
customers live and work. Board engagement
also helps to advance the U.N. SDGs,
including quality education, reduced inequalities, and sustainable cities and communities.
This study was conducted with the World
Environment Center, and with the sponsorship
and participation of American Express, Dow
Chemical, HP, Johnson Controls, PIMCO, and
Symantec. Datamaran provided big data
analysis of corporate reporting trends which is
in the Appendix of the study.
The insights in this new study about employee
board service can inform companies seeking
new and effective approaches to grow their
value. Given the positive reception to board
service by employees, it seems that increasing
and enhancing board opportunities through
company training and matching programs
would be a win-win-win for companies, their
employees, and communities.
Alice Korngold, Contributor. Author, “A Better
World, Inc.: How Companies Profit by Solving
Global Problems” (Palgrave Macmillan
2014); and CEO, Korngold Consulting LLC
https://www.huffingtonpost.com/
Editor’s note: The benefits cited above for nonprofit board service can also be obtained
through volunteer service, in either leadership
roles or committee work, in non-profit and
community organizations such as BPW. Look
at the opportunities at both the local and state
level. Where might you be able to offer your
experience and expertise? Where might you be
able to gain additional experience and expertise
that you could translate back to your workplace? Who might you be able to learn from?
Who might be a mentor to you? Who might
you mentor? All questions worth considering.
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MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT
“You could leave life right now. Let that
determine what you do and say and
think.” – Marcus Aurelius
Who knew that a marketing strategist
(Ryan Holiday) quoting a Roman emperor would be the thing to stop me in
my haste to multitask the umpteenth set
of to-do’s for the day, and ponder what I
term an ongoing mosquito bite in professional environments.
BPW thrives on volunteerism. At the
state level, we have three paid contractors–an accountant, a business manager,
and someone who handles website and
database management. The rest of us are
volunteers who work at the committee
level. In doing so, we communicate with
each other regularly and sometimes,
daily.
When working with another person or a
group of people, some of us can’t help
but remind others that we’re right about
a certain issue. Or that we’re smarter
about a specific subject. Or that our way
is the best and only way to handle a situation. While you may know or feel these
things to be right, is it absolutely necessary to communicate it as such if the
other party is consistently left feeling
inept, stupid, dismissed or less than?
What exactly have you achieved?

MAKE TIME FOR READING
Reading for pleasure is important for
emotional health. “It’s good for the
soul.” It also strengthens creativity by
challenging us to do more “interior”
work, i.e., for the mind. When you connect with a book, a relationship develops
between you and the author that then
expands to embrace all the readers
who’ve shared that experience and form
a unique community.

A good leadership adage is: It’s not what
you say, it’s how you say it. At my
workplace, whether it’s my boss, a peer,
or one of my team members, I try to be
conscientious about how I deliver a verbal or electronic message. What I say or
do in a particular moment may affect:
my next request for support of an initiative that I’m leading; a big or small favor I plan to ask; or an urgent matter that
requires someone else to make my priorities their own. One might call this a
strategic move. I call it not being a jerk.
The impact of my words/actions are far
more important than the question of my
intent. Professionally, I’ve had my own
series of communication missteps that
have resulted in broken relationships,
tens of dreaded workday mornings, and
hundreds of sleepless nights. How do
you examine whether your intent matches up to your impact? Sometimes, this
can only be measured by a negative outcome of your action. In BPW, this could
be in the form of:
 A once-enthusiastic member continues
to pay her membership dues but disengages from local organization/
statewide activities;
 A longtime member, who has demonstrated her commitment to the organization by serving in nearly every officer position, resigns from BPW; or
HOW
 Don’t leave home without a book or
reading device.
 Pencil it in on your schedule.
 Make a swap—trade video time for
some quality book time.
 Keep a book on your nightstand.
 Make it a habit to read a chapter before bed.
 Always have the next book ready.
 Don’t worry about reading in short

 Dwindling attendance at your membership meetings and/or events despite
what you deem to be high-quality
speakers, topics or programs.
The BPW environment should be inviting, accepting, inclusive, uplifting and
inspiring. Whether you’re a leader, a
follower or an observer, I’m asking you
to please examine your intent versus
your impact. Ensuring BPW’s relevance
means nothing if no one is left for whom
we should be relevant.
In solidarity,

Alizza Punzalan-Randle
BPW/FL President, 2017-2019
Be Relevant: Create the Need!

snatches.
WHAT
A great bookseller or librarian can steer
you to the right book. Author interviews
are another great resource.
Check out: The New Yorker Fiction
Podcast, The New York Times Best
Sellers, Goodreads.com, Slate’s Audio
Book Club, and Popsugar Reading Challenge.
familycircle.com

Effective Meeting Management To The World

National Association of Parliamentarians
http://parliamentarians.org
Florida State Association of Parliamentarians
www.FLparliamentarian.com
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BPW/FL COMMITTEE NEWS
Public Policy
The 2018 Legislative Session, like last
year, is scheduled for January 9 through
March 9. Committee Days have come
and gone and we are now in Lobby
Days, which occur throughout the Legislative Session. Although we no longer
have a lobbyist, to the best of our ability
we will continue to monitor bills that are
introduced that relate to our legislative
platform of Equality for All; Economic
Equity, Opportunity and SelfSufficiency; Environment; and Health
Care. If you have an interest in a particular bill or have information relating to
the legislative session, please do not
hesitate to contact me.
Have you ever wanted to learn more
about the lobbying process? If you have,
the League of Women Voters may have
something right up your alley. The Florida League of Women Voters (LWVF) is
getting ready for a Legislative Summit
on February 6-7. The 2018 Legislative
Summit is the perfect spot for veterans
of this powerful advocacy event, as well
as those who have yet to participate but
want to learn about the legislative process.
This two-day event includes a crash
course in lobbying, opportunities to hear
from legislators in the Cabinet meeting
room, a press conference on the steps of
the historic Capitol, and opportunities to
lobby your legislators as well as attend
the committee meetings addressing issues that are priorities for the League of
Women Voters.
Early bird registration of $135 includes
LWVF Members Banquet on Tuesday
evening 2/6, buffet breakfast exclusive

to LWVF both Wednesday and Thursday, and the Gala dinner Wednesday
evening at the historic Women's Club of
Tallahassee. The Four Points by Sheraton will be “home-base” with a room
rate of $229 for 1-4 guests per room.
Parking is free and the hotel has a free
shuttle available to take you to the Capitol and return.
Advocacy and Action: 2018 Legislative
Summit‒spread the word and invite your
friends and fellow League members to
register now!
Jerri Evans, BPW/FL Public Policy
Chair

Breast Cancer Fund Committee
I want to personally thank the BPW/FL
Board of Directors for recently passing
an amendment to the BPW/FL Handbook to expand the current guidelines of
the Breast Cancer Fund to allow individuals who have been diagnosed with an
elevated risk of breast cancer or have
had a questionable mammogram and
require further diagnostic testing to be
eligible for a scholarship. This will enable members of BPW/FL to assist more
individuals dealing with testing for and/
or treatment of breast cancer. This expansion of the criteria is supported by
Past State President Suzanne Dalton
(1990-91), who established the fund. I
appreciate Suzanne’s support with this
change. If you would like more information on the Breast Cancer Fund,
please visit the BPW/FL website or feel
free to contact me directly. The fund was
established to provide BPW members
with the opportunity to assist individuals
dealing with breast cancer; let’s use this
fund to assist as many individuals as we

can; the monies serve no purpose sitting
in the bank.
Since March 2017 BPW/FL has awarded
seven $250 scholarships; the current
balance of the fund is more than
$12,000. Thank you to the members of
BPW/Hernando County who recently
hosted a successful Support the Girls
fundraiser. I look forward to receiving
their check at state conference.
Karen Lund, Breast Cancer Fund Chair

Nominations
In 2018, we will elect a President-Elect,
a Vice President, a Secretary, a Treasurer and a Nominations Chair. The BPW/
FL Bylaws define the requirements for
each office, such as years of membership and attendance at state conferences,
depending on the office. In addition, all
candidates require the endorsement of a
Local Organization. If you are considering running for one of these offices, ensure that you meet the criteria. If you
need to have held a state standing committee chair, then seek one out (several
are available) by contacting President
Alizza Punzalan-Randle at
alizza.bpw@gmail.com. If you have any
questions, just email me at simonestantonbpw@gmail.com.
Simone Stanton, Nominations Chair

Tribute
On an ongoing basis, please forward to
me the names of BPW/FL members
who have died. There is a Tribute form
on the BPW/FL website.
Linda Schleelein, Tribute Chair

WOMEN HELPING WOMEN
BPW/FL has established an Emergency Fund to help BPW members severely affected by Hurricane Irma. The BPW/FL Emergency Fund has been created to accept
gifts made by BPW members and friends of BPW, and to support BPW members in
their time of need. Any gifts to this fund will go directly to help our members affected by the storm. Go to www.bpwfl.org for more details.
BPW/Marathon member Julie Johnson has adopted a family (Martika and her three
small children) from Big Pine who lost everything—home and business (Martika is
a licensed hair stylist)—in Hurricane Irma. All they had was what had been packed
in their car! They finally have a trailer to live in, new clothes and shoes, and food.
With the holidays around the corner, this would be perfect timing to help another
business woman in need! Contact Julie Johnson directly to arrange your donation:
timeoutmagazine@comcast.net or 305-481-2614.
4
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BPW 2017-2018
Annual Awards
Start preparing now to submit
for the annual awards competition. Award criteria are at
www.bpwfl.org under the
“membership” category.

TURNING STRATEGY INTO EXECUTION

By Nathan Wiita and Orla Leonard
The strategy-to-execution gap is an enduring problem with no easy solution.
As the Japanese proverb goes, “Vision
without action is a daydream. Action
without vision is a nightmare.” In their
seminal Harvard Business Review
(HBR) piece, Paul Leinwand, Cesare
Mainardi, and Art Kleiner outlined what
senior leaders must do to close the strategy-to-execution gap. We built on this
research by going beyond the lens of the
individual leader to investigate how the
most successful teams bridge the gap.
We wanted to unpack the how by identifying what sets these teams apart in
terms of how they spend their time and
the critical behaviors they engage in. To
do this, we examined how 49 enterprise
leadership teams spend their time and
also looked at their perceived effectiveness on critical behaviors of a senior
team. They also responded to items that
corresponded to the Leinwand et al.
framework, as detailed below.

Commit to an identity. The fir st tenet
of their framework is that an organization must commit to an identity through
a shared understanding of its value proposition and distinctive capabilities. In
short, the organization must commit to
focus on what it is good at and then go
after it. We found the key differentiators
for high-performing teams to be that:
 They spend nearly 20% more time
(compared to low-performing teams)
defining strategy (i.e., translating a
high-level vision into clear actionable
goals).
 They spend 12% more time aligning
the organization around that strategy
through frequent internal communications and driving a consistent message
downward into the organization.

than their lower-performing peers.
That time is spent establishing financial and operational metrics, aligning
goals with overarching strategy, allocating resources, and reviewing key
metrics.
 High-performing teams spend 14%
more time checking their progress
against strategic goals by reviewing
key metrics and shifting resources
accordingly.
The most successful senior teams create
a permeable membrane between the
organization’s mission and its day-today activities. They are also agile in
course-correcting when the needs of the
business change, and are more easily
prepared to shift organizational resources to ensure that the strategy is
executed.
Concentrate on the unique cultural
factors that fuel success. Implicit in
this assumption is resisting the temptation to drive traditional change programs
based on addressing gaps or weaknesses.
This is an area where the data present a
more complex picture.
 High-performing teams spend 28%
more time engaging the organization
in ongoing dialogue about cultural
enablers and barriers to execution.
This includes forums for employees to
voice concerns via surveys (e.g., employee engagement) and actual dialogue.
 Those same teams invest almost onethird more time in optimizing talent
capabilities by reviewing development
plans, ensuring that succession plans
are in place, and evaluating compensation plans to be competitive.

Indeed, our experience with senior
teams corroborates these data. That is,
we’ve found that teams that excel in this
arena are those that break strategy down
into clear, practical deliverables and
then cascade those deliverables downward through frequent messaging.

Our data suggest that the approach of
leveraging cultural strengths is both
commendable and efficient, but organizations that continue to monitor and
challenge their cultural and leadership
biases are those that have the edge. As
others have pointed out, simply focusing
on strengths is not enough.

Translate strategy into everyday processes and capabilities. Our analysis
of how senior teams spend their time
shows that for this dimension:
 High-performing teams spend over
25% more time focusing the enterprise

The academic literature as well as our
consulting experience suggest that the
ability to prioritize is a key ingredient to
an enterprise leadership team’s success.
This is no small task, given the constant
and overwhelming demands on most
W W W . B P W F L . O R G WINTER 2017

teams. What do our data suggest about
how teams go about this?
 High-performing teams, compared to
lower-performing teams, spend 54%
more time first setting direction, crafting a vision that serves as a guiding
light for decisions regarding resources.
 When it comes to execution, lowerperforming teams spend an astounding
83% more time fire-fighting and dealing with issues at a tactical rather than
strategic level.
Our high-performing teams in this dimension also rated themselves 36%
more effective at prioritizing and sequencing initiatives than the lowerperforming cohort. Our experience suggests that a critical piece in prioritization
can be as simple as determining when
the team comes together and what topics
they discuss. Ensuring that the top team
is sufficiently elevated and creating a
consistent drumbeat around priorities
will prevent distractions and cement the
close link between strategy and execution.
Shape the future. High-performing
teams successfully shape the future, rather than always being in a reactive
mode in the present. How do they do it?
 They spend 25.3% more time influencing high-level stakeholders by
identifying their needs and managing
their expectations.
 Unsurprisingly, though easier said
than done, the high-performing teams
spend 13.2% more time planning for
the future by setting direction, creating a vision, and defining their strategy.
 Finally, they shape the future by responding to change in the present
(20.7% more effectively than lowerperforming teams), positioning the
enterprise for future success. This is
consistent with much of the existing
literature around the importance of
agility in high-performing teams.
How might you close the strategy-toexecution gap in your own company?
We believe that being intentional about
the best and highest use of the team’s
time is the key lever in getting results.
(Continued on page 14)
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CONFRONTING THE JERK
By Barbara Mitchell and Cornelia Gamlem
respectfully confront both the behavior
and the individual. For example:
 I don’t appreciate it when you do/say
that.
 I don’t appreciate being spoken to in
that manner.
Does such behavior exist in all organizations? Consider the male manager who’s  Those comments border on vulgarity.
Please stop.
known to be a ladies’ man, a bit of a flirt.

Comments like the ones you just made
But he’s harmless, right? Not necessarily.
are demeaning and belittling. You must
Then there’s the manager who’s a “bit” of
stop making them, even in private.
a bully, who can harshly cut down people
he doesn’t like.
 We can’t accept this type of behavior at
work. It attacks the very base of who we
So just stay on his (or her) good side and
are as an organization.
no harm done, right? Not necessarily.
While this behavior may not sink to the
What about policies on sexual harassment
level of recently publicized behavior, it’s or bullying for example? Is having polithere and it’s egregious, nevertheless.
cies in place enough? Not necessarily —
not if there is no enforcement of the poliWhether it’s sexual harassment, sexual
assault or bullying, all of these behaviors cies. Anti-harassment and bullying policies, for example, should include, among
have one thing in common — power or
other things, a clear complaint process and
perceived power — and the perpetrators
a clear investigation process to ensure
are engaging in power plays, big time.
Individuals who engage in such behavior there is no excuse for ignorance on the
are abusing their power or perceived pow- part of management.
er. Does that mean that everyone else is
To strengthen these processes, organizapowerless? No.
tions can consider contracting with, for
example, third-party whistleblowing firms
Organizations can start by heightening
to assist employees who report behavior.
awareness. Training won’t necessarily
Outside investigators — independent constop the behavior, which is often more
sultants
or law firms — can provide an
pervasive than individual employees realobjective look into the reports.
ize. In sexual harassment training, the
obvious behaviors are often discussed. In Anti-harassment policies should also inopen conversations, the subtleties should clude assurances of corrective action
be discussed.
when harassment is found to have ocInstead of training sessions, leaders have curred. There is an obligation to remediate
to encourage open conversations and nur- the behavior, to fix the problem. If the
ture cultures where everyone — employ- behavior doesn’t change — can’t or won’t
ees and managers alike — are encouraged be fixed — termination of the employee
responsible may be the only option. If
to be up-standers. These are people who
speak up and take a stand, rather than by- these things occur, and employees witness
standers, people who observe the behavior them occurring, then the anti-harassment
policy becomes more than just a paperbut ignore it or do nothing.
work and compliance exercise.
Comments and behaviors that make anyone uncomfortable should not be accept- Destructive people in the workplace have
costs. Spell out the costs. Harassment and
ed. Not accepting destructive behavior,
denies the actors the license to engage in bullying behavior may be controversial,
but it’s important, for starters, to underthem. Let people know that it’s OK to
stand the financial jeopardy with such

Accounts of egregious workplace behavior are suddenly all over the news. Notable figures in entertainment, politics and
business have been recently identified as
being guilty of such behavior.
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behavior. Put a dollar figure to it. The
costs associated with legal fees and litigation may be obvious, but before an organization gets to that point, there are costs of
egregious behavior.
They include costs associated with:
 absenteeism if victims are avoiding
coming to work to avoid the perpetrators;
 lost productivity and eroding employee
morale;
 turnover, especially frequent turnover;
 health care — egregious behavior has
an effect on the victim’s health and welfare; and
 investigating complaints — a use of
managers’ time, employees’ time, HR’s
time.
Beyond the above costs, there are the
costs associated with negative public relations if accounts of the behavior go public.
You want to ensure that your organization
does not become a business-school case
study in how ignoring the bad acts of employees can put an enormous strain, not to
mention liability, on your organization.
The reputational blowback can be vast
within your industry and community. It
can affect client and customer loyalty as
well as your brand.
Don’t excuse bad workplace behavior.
Don’t accept ignorance of the behaviors or
turn a blind eye to them just because the
employee is key or a rainmaker for the
organization. Step up and take action both
as individual leaders and as organizations.
Barbara Mitchell and Cornelia Gamlem
are the authors of “The Conflict Resolution Phrase Book” (2017) and “The Essential Workplace Conflict Handbook” (2015). Gamlem is president of
GEMS Group. Mitchell is managing partner of The Mitchell Group.
http://smartbrief.com/original/2017/11/
confronting-jerk-what-else-can-we-do?
utm_source=brief
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Advocacy

Business Networking

Charitable Giving

BPW/CALUSA MEETS THE 3RD FRIDAY OF EACH MONTH 11:30-1:00 AT
Seven Springs Golf & Country Club, 3535 Trophy Blvd, New Port Richey, FL 34655

www.bpwcalusa.org
www.facebook.com/BPWCalusa.org

Here are some of our upcoming events!
Join us for our 2018 Programs

Annual Masquerade Ball
Saturday, February 17, 6-10 pm
Seven Springs Golf & Country Club

Monthly Luncheon Programs
First and Third Thursday of the month
400 Beach Seafood and Tap House, St. Petersburg
11:30 am to 1:00 pm
$20 for BPW members, $25 for guests

Please join us for a
monthly meeting!
3rd Friday each month 11:30-1:00
Seven Springs Golf & Country Club

W W W . B P W F L . O R G WINTER 2017

Equal Pay Day Unhappy Hour
Tuesday April 10
Location and time to be determined

www.BPWStPetePinellas.org
BPW/St. Petersburg-Pinellas invites members from
throughout the state of Florida to all our meetings and
events in hope of strengthening our statewide network.
BPW/FL | FLORIDA BUSINESS WOMAN
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“Let us be grateful to people who make us happy;

they are the charming gardeners who make our souls blossom."

~ Marcel Proust
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WOMEN’S HISTORY MONTH
The National Women’s History Project
announced the theme for
National Women’s History Month 2018:
NEVERTHELESS SHE PERSISTED:
Honoring Women Who Fight All Forms
of Discrimination Against Women
The 2018 National Women’s History
theme presents the opportunity to honor
women who have shaped America’s
history and its future through their tireless commitment to ending discrimination against women and girls. From
spearheading legislation against segregation to leading the reproductive justice
movement, the 2018 honorees are dismantling the structural, cultural, and
legal forms of discrimination that for too
long have plagued American women.
2018 Women’s History Honorees
Susan Burton
Ms. Burton is Founder and Executive
Director of A New Way of Life ReEntry Project. Her non-profit provides
women ex-offenders a home and helps
them stay drug-free, find work, and reunite with family. The organization has
provided direct service to over 1,000
women. Ms. Burton was inspired to start
the organization after serving multiple
drug sentences and turning her life
around.
Margaret Dunkle
Ms. Dunkle played a key role in the implementation of Title IX, guaranteeing
equal opportunity to women and girls in
education. Her groundbreaking 1974
report documenting discrimination
against female athletes became the blueprint for the Title IX regulations on athletics. In 1975 Ms. Dunkle became the
first Chair of the National Coalition for
Women and Girls in Education.
Geraldine Ferraro (1935-2011)
Ms. Ferraro was a politician, three term
Congresswoman (D N.Y. 1979-85), and
first woman major party candidate for
Vice President (1984). President Clinton
appointed her U.S. Ambassador to the
United Nations Commission on Human
Rights where she served from 1993-96.
She also served as vice-chair of the U.S.
delegation to the Fourth World Conference on Women in Beijing (1995).

Roma Guy
Guy is a leading LGBT and women’s
rights activist. She co-founded multiple
organizations including the Women’s
Building, La Casa de las Madres, SF
Women Against Rape, and the Women’s
Foundation of California. Ms. Guy was
one of the LGBT activists featured in the
2017 miniseries W hen W e Rise. She is
also an advocate for women’s access to
health care.

Arlene Mayerson
Mayerson is Directing Attorney of the
Disability Rights Education and Defense
Fund (DREDF). She has been a leading
force behind groundbreaking legislation
including the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) and the Handicapped
Children’s Protection Act. Ms. Mayerson has contributed to many key disability rights cases before the U.S. Supreme Court.

Saru Jayaraman
Jayaraman is Co-founder and Codirector of the Restaurant Opportunities
Centers United (ROC United) and Director of the Food Labor Research Center at University of California, Berkeley.
She is a leading advocate for restaurant
workers, fighting for guaranteed sick
and safe leave and an end the two-tiered
minimum wage (a victory ROC has already won in 7 states).

Jill Moss Greenberg
Moss Greenberg is a lifelong feminist
activist, committed to ending social and
educational inequity. She served as National Director of the National Association for Multicultural Education
(NAME) where she spearheaded efforts
to address intersecting forms of discrimination. Ms. Moss Greenberg also served
as Founding Executive Director of the
Maryland Women’s Heritage Center.

Cristina Jiménez
Jiménez is Executive Director and Cofounder of United We Dream (UWD),
the largest immigrant youth-led organization in the country. She was part of the
team that led to the historic victory of
the Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals (DACA) program in 2012. In 2017
Jiménez was awarded a MacArthur
Foundation Fellowship “Genius Grant.”

Pauli Murray (1910-1985)
Murray was a groundbreaking women’s
rights and civil rights activist and attorney. She coined the term “Jane Crow”
articulating the combined sexism and
racism faced by African American women. Ms. Murray served on the Presidential Commission on the Status of Women and was a co-founder of the National
Organization for Women (NOW). In
1977 Murray became the first black
woman to be ordained as an Episcopal
priest and she was among the first group
of women to become priests in that
church.

Marty Langelan
Langelan is a leader in the global effort
to end gender-based violence and an
expert in nonviolent action. Called the
“godmother of direct intervention,” she
pioneered feminist self-defense training,
the direct-action toolkit to derail harassers at work and on the street, the first
major city-wide anti-harassment campaign, and effective, comprehensive
action for public transit systems. Her
intervention toolkits are used around the
world.
Pat Maginnis
Maginnis is considered the first abortion
rights activist in the U.S. She founded
the Society for Humane Abortion in
1962 and the Association to Repeal
Abortion Laws (the predecessor to
NARAL) in 1966. She and two colleagues (known as the Army of Three)
illegally mailed kits and information to
women seeking abortions. At age 89,
Ms. Maginnis remains politically active.

Elizabeth Peratrovich (Kaaxal-gat)
(1911-1958)
Peratrovich was a civil rights activist on
behalf of Alaska Natives. She was a
leader in the Alaska Native Sisterhood
and led the fight against the pervasive
discrimination and segregation faced by
her community. Ms. Peratrovich is credited as the leading force behind passage
of the Alaska territory’s AntiDiscrimination Act in 1945, the first
such law in the U.S.
Loretta Ross
Ms. Ross is a feminist activist and leader
in the reproductive justice movement.
She was the Co-founder and Executive
Director of the National Center for Human Rights Education and Co-founder
and National Coordinator for the Sister
(Continued on page 12)
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LOCAL ORGANIZATION
BPW/Charlotte County
BPW/Charlotte County chose to take a
two month break this summer due to
both our venue’s schedule and vacationing members. Then of course Irma visited in early September, which held down
our attendance; however, we didn’t let
that stop us. We hosted a meeting midSeptember meeting, and our speaker,
Eric Bennett from Automotive Repair
Mobile Lab, taught us “How to Not Get
Ripped Off when You Need Auto Repairs or Maintenance.” He was sincere,
earnest, and it was a pleasure to watch
someone passionate about their work
and industry ethics. He let the group in
on inside trade secrets and taught our
members what questions to ask and tactics to avoid.
October brought us a visit from Dr.
Jaimela J. Dulaney M.D. specializing in
cardiology. She spoke on the Benefits of
Living a Plant Based Life. She is an avid
vegan, athlete, and advocate for changing your health based on what you put
into your mouth and your body. Her
explanations were just scientific enough
to lead us lay people through the chemistry and biology of plant foods, but practical enough to make the lifestyle attainable. Kale chips anyone? (They are actually really tasty with a little bit of olive
oil and sea salt!)
October brought our annual fall fundraiser called Quarter Frenzy for a Cause,
a quarter auction, where BPW/Charlotte
County raised over $800 in just a little
under three hours. Held on October 12 at
the 24/12 Events Center in Port Charlotte, our group hosted the quarter auction, sold a baked ziti dinner, and also
donated several raffle baskets. Wine
always sells well, does it not?
And most recently, Julie McGillivray,
President from the League of Women
Voters (LWV) of Charlotte County, and
Jean Fink, Past President, came to speak
at our November meeting. The local
LWV is working on a series of solar
energy initiatives. They sponsor several
legislative bills that are in line with
BPW’s platform including equality and
advancement of women, especially in
the political sphere and very specifically
here in Florida.

December will bring our annual White
Elephant Gift exchange and collecting
unwrapped gifts for the local Pregnancy
Careline Center. To ring in the new year,
please mark on your calendar the Charlotte County BPW 2nd Annual Fashion
Show on Saturday January 20 at Visani’s
Comedy Club in Charlotte County on
Kings Highway. Tickets are $35, which
includes lunch, the fashion show, a silent
auction, a lottery tree raffle and adorable
kids. Tickets can be purchased at
www.bpwccfl.org. 100% of the proceeds
go to the 501(c)3 Charlotte County
Scholarship Fund.
BPW/Englewood-Venice
At their September meeting, BPW/EV
unanimously voted to dedicate their
scholarship fund to the memory of
Christine Davis, who passed away in
August. The Adult Learner Scholarship
will henceforth be known as the
“Christine Davis Memorial Scholarships”. This will ensure that BPW/EV
will always remember this amazing lady.

l to r: Joyce McCuffrey, Wine Tasting Chair;
Dana Kuhn, Wine Merchant; Ann Wacholder,
Wine Tasting Committee

BPW/EV. Dana Kuhn, wine merchant,
presented a well selected variety of red,
white and sparkling wines, enjoyed and
purchased by many of the guests attending. Songstress Wanda Cook entertained
the crowd with her amazing selection of
popular songs. The auction items and
many gift certificates donated by local
businesses and BPW/EV members added
to the excitement of the evening.
Natalie Bloom and Heather LaBeau deserve a special thank you. At the Wine
Tasting, these dedicated ladies spent all
evening welcoming guests, handing out
plates and wine glasses, selling chance
tickets and handling wine orders! All
that with a lovely smile on their faces
and in good humor! You are the best!
BPW/EV applauds and thanks you!
BPW/EV would like to thank all the
merchants, businesses and members who
helped make this event a success guaranteeing that the Christine Davis Memorial
Scholarships will be continued to help
adult learners advance their education.

BPW/EV’s 9th Annual Passport to the
Future Wine Tasting and Auction event
to benefit Adult Learner Scholarships
and BPW/EV was held on October 13 at
the beautiful Venice Art Center. The
well-attended event was sponsored by
the following businesses: Westcoast
Realty Ann Wacholder, Eagle Eye Arms
Chris Tritschler, Stone Gate Bank, Castle Air, Eyes on You, Gulf Coast Marketing, and Wallace, Welch and Willingham Insurance-Erin Wells.
The delicious food was provided by Allegro Bistro, Aston Gardens, Café Venice, Burgundy Square and members of
W W W . B P W F L . O R G WINTER 2017

BPW/EV meets every 3rd Tuesday of
each month at the West Coast Seafood
Restaurant in Venice. Area women are
invited to attend. Info: www.bpwev.org.
BPW/Marathon
The aftermath of Hurricane Irma has
been long and hard for us living in The
Keys and specifically, in Marathon. As
you all know, we were hit hard. Many of
our members lost everything due to Irma
and are still living in FEMA paid hotels,
trailers in their driveways, living with
friends or fixing up their homes that
were destroyed. Marathon is coming
back, slowly but surely. We are Keys
Strong!
BPW/FL | FLORIDA BUSINESS WOMAN
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(LO) NEWS
We are thankful to be part of such a fantastic and supportive community that we
decided to have Taste of the Islands on
Sunday November 12. Our community
needed something to enjoy. Taste of the
Islands was the answer. With a little over
two months to get things done, we weren’t sure how this event would turn out.
There were donations from major beer,
wine and soda companies, local restaurant participants, vendors, local musicians, silent auction, Spin the Wheel,
Cooler of Booze raffle, and we even
celebrated the 100th Birthday of a WWII
Veteran, Mickey Balin. Taste of the Islands was a success! We’d like to thank
the BPW/Upper Keys members who
participated as vendors at the event.
We’d like to get our sisters more involved in Taste of the Islands next year.
BPW/Marathon is looking forward to
our other 2018 fundraiser, Casino Night.
This will be bigger and better. We will
have to make adjustments with the venue
but nothing can stop us. We are working
on sponsoring some upcoming events
with different companies.
The main reason for our fundraisers is to
be able to give scholarships to every
graduating senior at Marathon High
School who has completed the application. Last year we had to turn students
away but ended up awarding 13 scholarships. After our events, we hope to be
able to award more scholarships to the
graduating class of 2018.
BPW/St. Petersburg-Pinellas
As we enter the holiday season in full
swing and enjoy the cooler weather of
the winter months, we have a lot to be
thankful for and to celebrate.
In October, we held our annual Working
Women’s Forum, with a theme of
“Women of Influence.” A panel, moderated by Cathy Unruh, WEDU show host
and author, composed of Dr. Tonjua
WOMEN’S HISTORY HONOREES
(Continued from page 10)

song Women of Color Reproductive
Justice Collective. In the 1970s, Ms.
Ross was one of the first African American women to direct a rape crisis center.
Angelica Salas
Salas is Executive Director of the Coali12

Williams, President, St Petersburg College, Molly Moorhead, Editorial Writer
for the Tampa Bay Times, and Alizza
Punzalan-Randle, Community Engagement Manager for Johns Hopkins All
Children’s Hospital, shared their journey, struggles, and triumphs.
In celebration of the holidays, we collected items for two different groups in
our community that focus on helping
women and children. For Kind Mouse,
we’ve been collecting food items, and
for CASA, items of personal care for
people fleeing domestic violence.
In December, we held our holiday party
with a theme of “festive headgear” and
regifting, sharing food, fun, and a lot of
laughs. The holidays always bring with
them a time for family, friends, and a
forward look to the year ahead.
Through the winter months, we’ll be
planning our annual “Equal Pay Day
Unhappy Hour,” an acknowledgement
that women’s pay still lags behind men’s
to the tune of $.79 on the dollar, and
that the need for organizations like BPW
still exists as we work towards our mission of equity for women in the workplace. Join us in April for this fun, reflective event; watch for the event details
coming soon!
BPW/Tallahassee
It has been slow to begin, but as we
come closer to the new year things are
picking up! As the new LO President, I
am happy to say that BPW/Tallahassee
has a new board, as follows: Missy Castillo, President; Erika Littles, VP; Brenda Bullock, Secretary; and Kim Lovern,
Treasurer. With this group of ladies and
more we are looking forward to the future of the LO. We held our first meeting
in October to learn and celebrate Breast
Cancer Awareness month.

giving dinner with the girls in the Tallahassee House. The girls made all the
sides and a dessert. LO members
brought the turkey, ham, and a few more
desserts. After eating, House Manager
Arshley gave a tour of the house and
spoke about some of the rules in place as
our members had questions. We do not
have any girls graduating until May. We
have also welcomed in eight new house
members this semester. The LO members look forward to being more involved and helping the girls with little
things they need and want. We are planning a house work day for us all!
December will be about our holiday party, where we have the chance to invite
family and friends to relax with a cookie
exchange. We will come together for a
night of cookies, fun, and networking.
BPW/Tampa Bay
BPW/Tampa Bay and Tampa Bay BPW
Foundation have set the date for our 25th
Annual Networking Night and Scholarship Award event on January 18, 2018.
This event is our main fundraiser in support of Tampa Bay BPW Foundation’s
Scholarship Program and we are excited
to honor Jessica Rivelli as our Woman
of the Year. Jessica is the Founder and
CEO of Working Women of Tampa Bay
and a champion for women helping
women throughout the Tampa Bay community and the state of Florida. Details
about the program are available at
www.tampabaybpw.org and
www.tampabaybpwfoundation.org for
those who may want to share the information with their local members.

November was all about having Thanks-

Our luncheons continue to be held at
Maggiano’s on the third Tuesday of each
month and we welcome all BPW members throughout the state of Florida to
join us in December for our Holiday
Luncheon on December 19 to celebrate
with us and raise fund for some of our
favorite local charities.

tion for Humane Immigrant Rights
(CHIRLA) and is a leading spokesperson for federal immigration policy reform. In C.A., she helped win in-state
tuition for undocumented students and
established day labor job centers that
have become a national model. Ms.
Salas is a coalition builder, connecting
diverse groups at the state and national
level.

Linda Spoonster Schwartz
Ms. Schwartz is a Vietnam veteran and
activist for the rights of women veterans,
testifying more than 24 times to Congress on women veterans’ issues. She
served as Connecticut’s Commissioner
Commandant of Veterans Affairs and
was appointed by President Obama to
serve as Assistant Secretary of Veteran
Affairs for Policy and Planning.
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LO PRESIDENTS
Calusa
Tammy White
tammy@tammywhitegalleries.com
Charlotte County
Holly Selders
BPWCCFL@gmail.com
Englewood-Venice
Judy Braham
judy0711@aol.com
Fort Lauderdale
Carole Tolomeo
cjtolomeo@aol.com
Gold Coast
—Open—
Halifax
Judy McNall
jrmercer@bellsouth.net
Hernando
Dorothy Baudry
dorothybaudry.bpw@gmail.com
Jupiter
Peggy Beyer
choresgalore@gmail.com
Marathon
Simone Stanton
simonestantonbpw@gmail.com
Miami Shores
Inez Couch
b_couch@bellsouth.net
North Sarasota
Norrece Wright
norrecejohnson@yahoo.com
St. Petersburg-Pinellas
Liz Illgen
LizIllgen7@gmail.com
Tallahassee
Missy Castillo
missycastillobpw@gmail.com
Tampa Bay
Heather Brown
heather.brown@frazierdeeter.com
Upper Keys
Laura Maupin
keystoyouth@gmail.com
To see a map of where all the BPW/FL
local organizations are and to learn
about their meeting dates/times/
locations, visit https://www.bpwfl.org/
membership/local-organizations/.
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HOW TO LET GO AT THE END OF THE WORKDAY
By Deborah Bright
Chris, a senior manager at a New York
design studio can’t sleep. His mind is
churning, thinking about the mountain of
tasks facing him back at the office. Katrina, the production manager at a wellknown publishing house is distracted by
a work email at the dinner table. Her
partner complains that she “never seems
able to turn off.”

to an email. This way you end your day
on a positive note of completion. There’s
gratification in knowing that you elected
to push yourself and now have one less
thing to do the following morning. And,
as research from Teresa Amabile and
Steven Kramer, authors of The Progress
Principle, has shown even “small wins”
can enhance your mood.

They’re not the only ones having difficulty disengaging from their jobs at the
end of the workday. According to a seven-year study on workers’ performance,
an inability to make this break between
professional and personal time ranked
among the top-10 stressful situations that
people were least effective at handling.
Technology has, of course, exacerbated
the problem, offering both convenience
and imposition, by putting our workplaces just a touch screen away. How can we
all do a better job of leaving work at
work, so our home lives become more
pleasurable and less stressful?

Write a to-do list. On paper or digitally, make a record of all the tasks you
need to accomplish, ideally in order of
importance. When my organization
worked with the New York Presbyterian
Hospital Cornell Medical Center to survey more than 1,000 workers living in
the northeast we found that the practice
of building such lists was among the top
three most effective skills for enhancing
work performance and positively redirecting stress.

In my practice counseling executives, I
encourage them to use end-of-day routines to create a psychological barrier
between their two worlds. When my colleagues and I recently tested the following five strategies with a group of 26
managers, the percentage who said they
were “effective” at making a clean break
between work and home jumped from
40% to 68%.
Before leaving the office…
Do one more small task. Make a shor t
phone call, sign a document, or respond
STRATEGY TO EXECUTION
(Continued from page 5)

Where should you start? As we look
across our findings, teams that performed well across the strategy-toexecution dimensions did the following:
 Spent more time strategizing and
translating that strategy into actionable
goals
 Spent more time engaging the organization, surfacing barriers and unmet
needs and communicating direction
and behavioral guardrails
 Spent more time interacting with key
stakeholders to ascertain and anticipate roadblocks and opportunities
 Spent less time fighting fires
14

sistent use of this designated anchor will
enable you to take control of your emotions and shift your mental state, just as if
you were clocking out on a timesheet.
Research from Francesca Gino and Michael Norton has shown the power of
such rituals or routines.
Start the evening on a positive note.
Instead of greeting friends and family
members with the standard “How was
your day?” — opening the door to discussion of everyone’s residual negative
work or school stress — be more specific. Ask what good or exciting things happened to them that day, then engage with
them in a conversation about it. The idea
is to take the focus off yourself. And, if
someone asks, “How was your day?”
resist long explanations unless you think
they can help resolve a hanging concern.
This five-step strategy requires minimal
time and effort — about 10 -15 minutes
per day in our experience. While some of
the tips and techniques may not seem
new, we’ve found that they can be highly
effective when used in sequence and
combination, greatly reducing feelings of
stress and improving work-life balance.

Straighten up your work area. Putting
things away and getting piles organized
will better position you to start off fresh
the next day. In that same collaborative
study, managers and non-managers reported that when they instead left their
desks or stations cluttered, the frustration
and pressure they’d felt that day was rekindled the next morning. So there may
be some truth to the idea that having a
tidy desk equates to having a fresh mind.

Deborah Bright is founder and president
of Bright Enterprises, Inc., an executive
coaching and training organization, and
the author of six books, including “The
Truth Doesn’t Have to Hurt: How to Use
Criticism to Strengthen Relationships,
Improve Performance, and Promote
Change” (AMACOM, 2014).
https://hbr.org/2017/11/how-to-let-go-atthe-end-of-the-workday

Choose a specific action — something I
call an “anchor quick charge” — that
will, for you, symbolize the end of
thinking about work. Examples include locking your office door, turning
off your monitor, or calling home. ConTake a glance at the agendas of your
team meetings over the last six to twelve
months. Then, ask yourself the following questions:
 What percentage of the team’s time
was spent fire-fighting or dealing with
issues that could have been dealt with
at the next level down? How much
time was invested on the big-ticket
strategic items?
 How much time did the team spend
thinking proactively about the future
of our industry, our business model,
the regulatory landscape, and our consumer?
 What percentage of time did the team
spend engaging and aligning with the
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organization? How about key stakeholders? Does the team have a decent
pulse check on their blatant and latent
needs?
Perhaps most important, ask yourself,
“Have we successfully executed our
strategy?”
Nathan Wiita is a Principal and Research and Innovation Lead at RHR International. Orla Leonard is a Partner
and Practice Leader of Senior Team
Effectiveness at RHR International.
https://hbr.org/2017/11/how-the-mostsuccessful-teams-bridge-the-strategyexecution-gap
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NEWS FROM THE EDUCATION FOUNDATION
The Education Foundation of the Florida Foundation of Business and Professional Women’s Clubs, Inc. (aka EFFFBPWC, Inc. and/or the BPW/FL
Education Foundation), a 501(c)(3) tax-exempt non-profit organization, was
established in 1965 by the members of BPW/FL. Its purpose is to provide housing opportunities for female college students at state college and university
campuses across the state of Florida.
Your financial support of the Education
Foundation is crucial in keeping its legacy alive. Many local organizations have
fundraising activities throughout the
year, from piggy bank collections to
extravagant affairs – if you’d like some
ideas for ways that your LO can participate, we’re glad to share best practices
and fun ideas. We’re also glad to provide a program speaker for your LO
meeting to educate your members about
their Foundation. Every BPW/FL member should be proud of the work that the
Education Foundation does, and aware
of the impact that it has on women
achieving their educational goals.

Greetings, BPW/FL members!
Your Education Foundation Board of
Directors has been working diligently to
keep our legacy of supporting women’s
pursuit of higher education going strong.
The board, which is made up of BPW
members from around the state, meets
by conference call monthly, and carries
out committee work and specific tasks
between meetings. Since State Conference, we’ve been working hard to engage with the young women in our
Scholarship Houses and continue our
scholarship programs.
Liaison Cynthia Jenkins (BPW/St. Petersburg-Pinellas) and the committee for
our St. Petersburg College Housing
Scholarship selected recipients for the
Spring semester scholarships – monies
that are designed to help offset the costs
of housing for women attending SPC,
which does not offer student housing.
Since 2014, your Education Foundation
has supported three recipients per semester (Fall, Spring and Summer).
We’re looking forward to our new
scholarship through the Florida Nurses
Association to benefit female nursing
students at the University of North Florida in J acksonville – stay tuned as we
make progress with that endeavor.
Liaison Missy Castillo (BPW/
Tallahassee) is keeping us connected
with the residents of our Tallahassee
House, which is a par tner ship with
Southern Scholarship Foundation. As of
press time, there are holiday goodie
bags on their way to those young ladies,
and they recently welcomed us at their
Thanksgiving dinner at the house, which
was supported by BPW/Tallahassee
members.

*****
A Tallahassee House resident with their piggy
bank.

In Boca Raton, our Florida Atlantic University Scholar ship House is in good
hands with co-liaisons Marie Mahovetz
(BPW/Member-at-large) and Sheri
McCandless (BPW/Gold Coast).
Those young ladies received welcome
goodie bags at the beginning of the semester, and members of BPW/Ft.
Lauderdale attended their Thanksgiving
dinner. We’re working with them on
their social media strategy, recruitment
and fundraising efforts.

Tami Simms
BPW/FL Education Foundation
President
tami@simmsteam.com
Cell 727-743-6262
P.S. If you’re on social media, please
“like” us at www.facebook.com/
BPWFLEdFdn.

FAU House residents at their Thanksgiving celebration.
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PO Box 10352
St. Petersburg, FL 33731

